Disruptive Finance: Using Psychometrics to Overcome Collateral Constraints in Ethiopia

Innovation has been and will be pivotal for reaching sustained, scalable solutions to the world’s most complex problems.¹

Amhara Credit and Savings Institute’s (ACSI) product has a high potential for serving more women but its reach is limited by a lack of appropriate appraisal tools, limited skills and that the women borrowers are constrained by the traditional collateral, such as houses, which ACSI requires.²

All around the world, women-owned businesses have less access to credit than their male counterparts. This unequal access is largely driven by inequalities in ownership of fixed assets such as houses and land, which can serve as collateral to secure loans. Without needed credit, women-owned enterprises are starved of opportunities to grow.

In Ethiopia, and in emerging markets around the world, this collateral constraint is amplified by the absence of financial sector infrastructure such as credit information systems that can help lenders identify creditworthy borrowers. Faced with a dearth of information, financial institutions impose unduly large collateral requirements in order to minimize their exposure and risk. Five years ago, it wasn’t uncommon for Ethiopian banks to require collateral worth three times the value of a loan, limiting credit access to only the wealthiest borrowers.

Limitations to the reach of financial services are not endemic to Ethiopia, or to emerging markets. The tide of financial technology, or ‘fintech’, is sweeping across the largest banks around the globe, leading them to adapt business models, adopt new tools, demonstrate agility, and ultimately enhance their customer offerings. But beyond making banks more efficient and profitable, fintech also holds the potential to open new horizons for financial inclusion, enabling lenders to appraise and reach borrowers traditionally excluded or underserved by the banking system.

In 2014, a World Bank team set out to explore how developments in the fintech industry could be harnessed to unlock the collateral challenge facing Ethiopia’s women entrepreneurs. They looked to a technology at the frontiers of financial inclusion: psychometric credit scoring. A tech start-up in Cambridge, Massachusetts had developed a short interactive assessment
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that could be taken by potential borrowers on a tablet computer and could predict the likelihood that the borrower would repay a loan by drawing on the latest advances in big data and machine learning. If psychometric credit scoring worked, the team surmised, perhaps it could be an antidote to the information asymmetry faced by Ethiopian financial institutions, and could ease collateral requirements for creditworthy women entrepreneurs.

The following case study tells the story of the evolution of psychometric credit scoring as an innovative solution in a World Bank operation, from its humble beginnings as a small pilot in Ethiopia, to the current movement to replicate its use for similar challenges in countries across the continent – in Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Madagascar, and beyond. The story is one of both achievements and setbacks, just as the future of fintech holds both promise and limitations. It is shared with a view to better understand how psychometrics and fintech more broadly can be utilized to solve critical development challenges, and help get finance to those who need it most around the world.

■ A Changing Industry – the Rise of Fintech

Fintech is commonly defined as an industry composed of companies that use technology to make financial systems more efficient.⁴ Fintech industry players have taken the financial sector by storm in recent years. They cover a wide range of sub-industries such as peer-to-peer lending, credit scoring, payments, crowdfunding and digital currencies. Investment in financial technology has grown exponentially in the past decade - rising from $1.8 billion in 2010 to $19 billion in 2015.⁵ Despite different innovative business models, these companies share a common objective: to create and implement technology that improves the efficiency of financial markets.⁶

Fintech companies are increasingly supporting the growth of financial inclusion by reimagining traditional banking products and procedures. They are doing this by bringing new and innovative approaches to better serve clients with reliable, relevant and affordable financial solutions that work for underserved communities.⁷ In this way, financial technology is allowing customers to overcome traditional barriers to accessing finance.

EXHIBIT 1 Get a Full Picture and Better Serve Clients by Leveraging Big Data
Credit assessment is an area where fintech is poised to make particularly large gains for financial inclusion. Using fintech, financial institutions can access previously untapped data that reveals insights into customers and markets. This alternative data is derived from sources such as mobile phones, social media, web browsers, utility payments, and point-of-sale transaction devices (See Exhibit 1). Using this data, fintechs can better understand a borrower’s cashflows, character traits, and networks. Lenders can use this information to better calculate risk for current clients and to expand their reach to new and previously unbanked borrowers.

Integrating technology into financial institutions heralds the opportunity to dramatically advance financial inclusion. Two billion people around the world remain unbanked, and fintech promises the potential of more convenient, less expensive, and higher quality financial services. But technology in itself is not a panacea for financial inclusion, and implementing technological change in a financial institution, as we will see from the following case, can be a complex and oftentimes non-linear process.

## The Idea

In early 2014, a multidisciplinary World Bank team working on banking, entrepreneurship, and gender in Ethiopia began its first forays into the world of fintech. The team’s objective was to identify a technology that could address the collateral constraint facing women entrepreneurs in Ethiopia. The team understood that information scarcity was the key issue preventing banks from lending to women, and that addressing this scarcity would be critical to finding a sustainable solution.

At the time, a myriad of new technologies were emerging to help banks address information asymmetries and scarcities. Harnessing alternative data, for example, could enable lenders to make reliable predictions about the creditworthiness of potential borrowers. Despite their potential, however, many of these technologies were better suited to developed markets.
in which the majority of citizens had a digital footprint. These technologies were less viable in a market like Ethiopia, where only 16% of the population uses the internet and 51 out of 100 people have mobile phone subscriptions. For this reason, psychometrics – literally ‘measurement of the mind’ - emerged as a promising option for creating a better picture of Ethiopian borrowers. Unlike other fintech data solutions, psychometrics could actually create new data on borrowers, where it didn’t exist before.

Psychometric data held great potential (See Exhibit 2). While it is widely known that a borrowers’ character relates to their likelihood to repay a loan, financial institutions had found it challenging to quantify these traits. Years of research and development have proven that someone’s personality could be broken down into measurable traits such as locus of control, fluid intelligence, impulsiveness, confidence, delayed gratification and conscientiousness, and that these traits could be used to predict credit risk.

Through a connection with a researcher at Harvard Business School, the World Bank team was introduced to the Entrepreneurial Finance Lab (EFL) in early 2014 (now Lenddo after a corporate merger in October 2017). EFL had worked with over 50 financial institutions in 20 countries as a provider of alternative credit scores. Their value proposition was a universal credit score that could replace traditional asset collateral for high-potential women entrepreneurs. Psychometric data held great potential (See Exhibit 2). While it is widely known that a borrower’s character relates to their likelihood to repay a loan, financial institutions had found it challenging to quantify these traits. Years of research and development have proven that someone’s personality could be broken down into measurable traits such as locus of control, fluid intelligence, impulsiveness, confidence, delayed gratification and conscientiousness, and that these traits could be used to predict credit risk.

Through a connection with a researcher at Harvard Business School, the World Bank team was introduced to the Entrepreneurial Finance Lab (EFL) in early 2014 (now Lenddo after a corporate merger in October 2017). EFL had worked with over 50 financial institutions in 20 countries as a provider of alternative credit scores. Their value proposition was a universal credit score that could replace traditional asset collateral for high-potential women entrepreneurs. Psychometric data held great potential (See Exhibit 2). While it is widely known that a borrower’s character relates to their likelihood to repay a loan, financial institutions had found it challenging to quantify these traits. Years of research and development have proven that someone’s personality could be broken down into measurable traits such as locus of control, fluid intelligence, impulsiveness, confidence, delayed gratification and conscientiousness, and that these traits could be used to predict credit risk.

From their first conversations with EFL, the World Bank team was impressed. EFL’s track record was strong and their work in African countries was unique, as many fintech companies were only just starting to dip their toes in African markets. They had built predictive psychometric credit models around the world in which the majority of citizens had a digital footprint. These technologies were less viable in a market like Ethiopia, where only 16% of the population uses the internet and 51 out of 100 people have mobile phone subscriptions. For this reason, psychometrics – literally ‘measurement of the mind’ - emerged as a promising option for creating a better picture of Ethiopian borrowers. Unlike other fintech data solutions, psychometrics could actually create new data on borrowers, where it didn’t exist before.

While the team saw promise in EFL’s tool, the challenge ahead was a bold one. The objective was not simply to introduce psychometric screening, but to use it as a tool that could replace traditional asset collateral for high-potential women entrepreneurs. And the low-tech context in Ethiopia was one unlike any other that EFL had worked in before. If this worked and a locally calibrated statistical model could be developed for predicting loan repayment, the Ethiopian financial sector would be equipped with a powerful tool for expanding access to credit for hundreds of thousands of collateral constrained borrowers.

Though the challenges of introducing a new technology into a low-tech environment were real, it soon became clear the opportunities of piloting the psychometric credit assessment to address the collateral constraint far outweighed the risks. In late 2014, a pilot project was launched.
# The Situation in Ethiopia

Over the past decade, Ethiopia has achieved high economic growth, establishing the country among the fastest growing economies both in Africa and the developing world. However, Ethiopia is falling behind its peers in the area of provision of credit to the private sector. According to the World Bank’s Enterprise Surveys access to finance is perceived as the main business environment constraint by micro (41%), small (36%) and medium (29%) enterprises in Ethiopia, compared to a Sub-Saharan average of 24%, 20% and 16% respectively.13

Access to finance is a challenge for men and women alike but difficulties are amplified for women, who are less likely to own assets, and opportunities for women entrepreneurs in Ethiopia lag far behind those of men. In the Economist’s Women’s Economic Opportunity index, Ethiopia occupies the 123rd rank out of 128 countries.14 Most growth-oriented women entrepreneurs fall into a ‘missing middle’ trap, in which they are served neither by commercial banks nor by microfinance situations. High minimum loan sizes and excessive collateral constraints restrict women’s access to loans from commercial banks. Microfinance institutions (MFIs) often lend without asset collateral, but they primarily cater to micro-firms with group lending schemes that provide very small loans, which are not sufficient in size to support business growth.

In 2012, a $50 million World Bank investment lending operation was designed to address this missing middle challenge. The Women Entrepreneurship Development Project (WEDP) aimed to increase the earnings and employment of female-owned micro and small enterprises in Ethiopia, by improving the capacity of existing microfinance institutions to serve female entrepreneurs. To do this, MFIs were provided with tools, technical assistance, and liquidity to allow them to ‘upscale’ and provider larger, individual loans to growth-oriented women entrepreneurs who needed them. In addition to introducing MFIs to existing best practices in individual lending, the World Bank team also sought to introduce innovations that could enable MFIs to reach a greater number of women entrepreneurs with individual loans (See Exhibit 3).

## The Lender and the Fintech

After deciding on EFL’s psychometric credit assessment tool, the next step was to decide which microfinance institution in Ethiopia would be the best partner for a pilot. At the time, the WEDP project involved 7 of the country’s leading MFIs. After introducing the technology to each of them and conducting a careful assessment, one MFI - the Amhara Credit and Savings Institute (ACSI) - came out as the leading candidate.

Located in the Amhara region of Ethiopia, ACSI was the largest MFI in the country, with over 1 million active borrowers and 440 branches (See Exhibit 4). ACSI had a well-established business in the group lending market but individual lending was still a new product line. Individual loans made up just over 10% of ACSI’s lending portfolio and screening for individual loans was still based on a traditional appraisal mechanism that relied heavily on the existence of fixed asset collateral, such as houses or buildings.

ACSI saw the pilot project as an opportunity to improve their ability to lend on an individual basis. They were optimistic that the psychometric score could be used to help graduate group borrowers who lacked collateral and therefore did not qualify for individual loans under the current credit assessment processes. This would allow former group borrowers to access
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larger value loans and create an individual credit history. They were eager to learn if psychometric screening could be used to predict credit risk for borrowers in their portfolio.

A tripartite pilot agreement was formed and in January 2015, the World Bank, EFL and ACSI set out to pilot psychometric testing as an alternative to collateral for ACSI borrowers. A common objective was established: to measure both the feasibility of the screening tool in predicting credit risk, and the impact of the loans on female borrowers. The agreement was that the World Bank would fund the start-up phase of this partnership, enabling ACSI to pilot EFL's technology before deciding whether to make a longer-term investment. The agreement also stipulated that the technology would be provided at affordable rates to other financial institutions in Ethiopia if the pilot proved successful.

First Years and Early Success

PREPARATION

EFL’s technology, an interactive test on a tablet computer, was the epicenter of the pilot and the key to predicting the likelihood the entrepreneur would repay their loan. The rules of the game: if a client scored above a certain score cut-off on the test they could use their test score as a form of collateral and receive a loan without providing a fixed asset as collateral (See Exhibit 5). Clients who already had collateral could also take the test to qualify for a larger loan size.

EXHIBIT 5  EFL Questionnaire Administration and Scoring

Client takes EFL Test on tablet in 45 minutes  
Lender uploads responses to EFL test when internet is available and EFL processes against 250,000 records  
Lender receives 3-digit EFL score that indicates client’s relative risk  
Borrower receives loan if their EFL score is above the threshold

Although the psychometric test had been used in many other contexts, Ethiopia’s context was unique and required significant adaptation. In addition to translating the test into Amharic, EFL worked to include more visuals and interactive exercises, since the ACSI microfinance client population had low literacy levels. Other adaptations were also needed to ensure that the test was as concise and easy-to-follow as possible, since the population had limited familiarity with digital technology (See Exhibit 6).

Adjustments were guided by the over-arching principle that the test should be quick, data-rich and text-light. The test needed to have a maximum time associated with each exercise and each exercise had to capture multiple traits in order to obtain as much information in as little time as possible.15 These adaptations involved some significant shifts in the content of EFL’s test, but ultimately helped EFL to engage in other low-tech, low-literacy contexts globally over the following years.

PRE-PILOT

The pre-pilot phase began in March 2015 in two ACSI branches in the town of Bahir Dar, close to ACSI’s headquarters. The purpose of this phase was to help the team understand the challenges staff and clients could face in implementing the tool and how to appropriately set the loan terms before scaling up to additional branches.

During the pre-pilot phase, 420 tests were administered and 133 clients received loans. To administer the test, EFL purchased tablets, pre-paid SIM cards and airtime for each of the credit officers. An agreement was made at this time that only clients serviced in urban branches would be eligible to take the test. The pre-pilot stage enabled ACSI to iron out early implementation issues and determine how the product should be marketed, how to integrate it into existing credit screening processes, and how to ensure ownership of the credit scoring tool by branch-level staff. It was an important phase in enabling ACSI to get familiar and comfortable with the new technology.

VOTE OF CONFIDENCE – THE PILOT STAGE

After a year, the pre-pilot phase expanded to a full pilot phase in a total of 12 branches. ACSI chose to expand to branches that were networked in the core banking software (not all branches were at the time of the pilot) to ease the credit score delivery process. During this stage, 2,496 borrowers took the psychometric credit assessment and 1,132 loans were disbursed using ACSI’s standard loan decision-making criteria (See Exhibit 7).

Initially, ACSI was hesitant about relying too much on the psychometric test scores. ACSI’s senior management was excited about the potential of the psychometric testing, but wanted more evidence that it could actually predict credit risk in their population. During the pilot phase, therefore, the focus was on testing clients without using the score as the basis for the credit decision. In this way, ACSI could observe how accurate the test was, without taking on any undue credit risk. EFL sponsored a trip for three ACSI deputy managers to visit Janalakshmi Financial Services (JFS), a bank in India that had successfully implemented psychometrics to graduate group borrowers, and develop an individual loan portfolio. This learning experience positively impacted the commitment of the managers to the pilot.

**EXHIBIT 6**
EFL Psychometric Test Question Examples

- How are you feeling today?
- How do people behave?
- Imagine that one day, you find 10 gold coins...
- How would you spend them?
The results of the pilot took time to emerge, partially due to the unique context at ACSI. Across its broader portfolio, ACSI’s PAR30 rate (customers with payments due for more than 30 days) was below 2%, with very few borrowers in arrears and almost no defaults. ACSI’s strong book was coupled with long loan tenures. In the early months of the pilot, hundreds of loans were disbursed, usually with a 24-month tenor, and almost none of the borrowers went into arrears. However, ACSI knew that customers were more likely to miss payments as the loan term progressed, with more defaults emerging after six months, and the peak number of defaults emerging after 18 months.

As months passed and loans matured, data began to come in on the clients that had taken the psychometric test. Customers who scored higher on the test were seven times more likely to repay their loans compared to lower performing customers (See Exhibit 8). Across customer segments, higher test scores meant better repayment. There was a clear trend between psychometric profiles and loan performance, and the test had proven its value as a tool for predicting credit risk amongst ACSI’s borrowers.

Through the pilot phase, ACSI was able to develop a proof of concept, showing that psychometrics could accurately predict which of their borrowers were likely to go into arrears or default. The next step would be to move towards using the psychometrics as a substitute to traditional collateral, and to shift to a model where they psychometric score became the basis of the loan decision.

■ Scaling Up and Its Complications

The move from pilot to scale was laden with complexities, and holds valuable lessons for organizations interested in scaling fintech initiatives. In theory, the tripartite agreement stipulated that ACSI would use the psychometric tool to offer large, unsecured loans to a subset of women entrepreneurs. In practice, although the technology had proven to be predictive, there were several key challenges and trade-offs that ACSI faced in using the psychometric screening tool in this way.

ACSI’s evolution into the largest MFI in the country, and one of the largest on the continent, had been premised on a low-cost distribution model, homogeneous product offering, and a high-performing portfolio, with almost no default. While ACSI’s leadership was very progressive and had a strong interest in financial inclusion, the organization was also committed to maintaining high repayment rates and absorbing minimal risk. While ACSI slowly began to gain trust in the psychometric screening process, they remained reticent to offer large, unsecured loans against the scores.

■ A TUMULTUOUS POLITICAL LANDSCAPE

The challenges around the risk of scaling the new psychometric technology were amplified in mid-2016, when civil and political conflict broke out in the Amhara region, where ACSI operates. The conflict broke out just as the pilot phase began to get underway. As a result of the prolonged conflict, late repayments temporarily spiked, as mass closures of businesses, violence, and protests brought the local economy to a grinding halt. As ACSI contended with significant portfolio risk stemming from the conflict, it became more reluctant to roll out the unsecured psychometric loans. Ultimately, the dramatic shift from secured to unsecured lending envisioned by the World Bank team seemed to be a larger leap than ACSI was willing to make in the midst of a portfolio-wide shock.

■ LEGACY SYSTEMS

Beyond the concerns about risk, one major operational challenge for ACSI in taking the new technology to scale related to the ability to integrate a new, digital product into an aging and rudimentary IT infrastructure. ACSI had few dedicated IT staff,
a dated core banking system, and little connectivity between branches and headquarters. Simple processes, such as reloading sim cards and charging tablets overnight, seemed unusually challenging. More complex processes such as matching loan performance data from ACSI’s core banking system with the psychometric score of a given client, required months of effort and extensive trial-and-error. Ultimately, the transition from analog to digital was a slow, belabored process, and is in many ways still a work in progress.

This challenge is not one unique to ACSI. Fintechs and banks around the world are struggling with the integration of technology and the limitations of legacy systems. A survey by Accenture of senior financial services industry executives revealed that 72% feel their bank has only a fragmented or opportunistic strategy to dealing within digital innovation. All of the respondents felt that legacy technology presented an issue to their organization, but only just over half said their bank had a strategic approach to decommissioning this old technology. The overwhelming majority felt that the big challenge for leading banks is their organizational ability to adopt a collaborative approach with new innovators and start-ups.16 Simply put, for ACSI and for banks around the world, the promise of new technology alone isn’t sufficient: organizations need to be committed and connected to technological change.

**ANALOG OPERATIONS AND HUMAN CENTRIC LENDING**

ACSI had traditionally relied heavily on human-centric processes. Loan officers visit clients at their homes and businesses, managers oversee branch processes through daily visits, and communication of priorities is done via written letters and faxes. The introduction of the psychometric technology required a number of organization-wide changes to the credit process to enable unsecured lending.

Organization-wide communications around policy were a key challenge. Since there are no staff email accounts at ACSI, new processes or procedures are communicated through written circulars hand-delivered or faxed to each of ACSI's 440 branches. Messages pass through several layers of the institution before reaching credit officers and clients, and the process is very dependent on word-of-mouth communication. As a result, memorandums about the new psychometric technology were understood in very different ways by different branches and staff. While some of the larger, more visited branches (referred to by ACSI as ‘micro-banks’) seemed to integrate the technology according to policy, the smaller and more distant branches often had challenges around compliance with the testing process and use of the new scores.
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Compliance challenges due to human-centric communications were compounded by a highly hierarchical management structure, typical of large Ethiopian para-statals. The branches which were not complying with the psychometric testing policy often would not alter their practice until receiving multiple, official memorandums. The organizational culture, in which risk of reprimand significantly outweighed rewards for innovation led branch-level staff to be cautious and risk-averse in adopting policy changes. In this way, new processes became complex and time-consuming to realize.

INCENTIVES AND DETERRENTS

The commitment of ACSI's senior leadership to the use of psychometric testing as an alternative to traditional collateral was strong from the outset. ACSI's General Manager and its Board were enthusiastic about being a first-mover in piloting and introducing this new technology, which they felt could address a critical challenge they faced around graduating borrowers from group to individual loans. However, it soon became clear that ACSI's rank-and-file - from branch managers to loan officers themselves - didn't always share this excitement.

For loan officers in particular, the new technology involved an additional workload, as it required them to administer the 45 minute psychometric test and put together extra paperwork for eligible clients. The new psychometric product also posed a direct risk to these loan officers, whose performance was judged on the health of the loans they approved.

getting branch staff on board required oversight by the World Bank and EFL, extensive training, and careful attention to the needs of loan officers. For example, loan officers were initially having difficulty explaining the value of the test and administering it in their already busy work program, so a package of marketing materials was developed for them to communicate more easily with clients about the graduating and lower collateralized products offered (See Exhibit 9).

Vision and Reality

As issues were addressed and time passed, ACSI became more comfortable and confident with the psychometric technology. They were willing to incrementally adjust how they were using the technology to make loans. These changes included adjusting the score cutoff rate to allow more clients to pass the test and increasing the loan size available with a passing EFL score. While at the start of the pilot many branch level staff were skeptical of the technology, over time they began to trust the tool and see the benefits it offered for their clients. One branch level staff stated, “This product helps and is appropriate to help customers graduate from group to individual loans and bridge the collateral gap.”

With ongoing commitment from ACSI, EFL, and the World Bank team, the technology began to take root. But the utilization of the technology was not as the World Bank team had initially envisioned. Instead of using the psychometric technology as a full replacement for asset collateral, ACSI began to see it as an additional data point on potential borrowers in the credit decision.

Today, though the support from EFL and the World Bank has subsided, ACSI's branches are continuing to use the tool as a valuable addition to their credit assessment process. In some branches, collateral requirements are being relaxed or reduced for high-scoring borrowers, or loan sizes were increased. In other branches, the test is used to screen trusted group borrowers for the potential to graduate to individual loans (See Exhibit 10).
Reactions on the Markets

Financial institutions in Ethiopia had initially responded to the idea of psychometric testing with tepid optimism. Most banks and MFIs were curious about psychometrics, but wanted to observe the results at ACSI before committing to the technology themselves. Three years later the spirit has shifted decidedly. Psychometrics have demonstrated the ability to predict credit risk in the Ethiopian market, and have succeeded with one of the country's largest financial institutions. The technology created a buzz, with multiple MFIs and banks requesting their own pilots.

To respond to the demand, the World Bank team has launched a second psychometric intervention with one of the country's leading private MFIs, Wasasa. With knowledge built from the ACSI experience the tool is being operationalized better this time around. The MFI underwent a readiness assessment to understand their current capacity to adopt financial technology. This exercise created a detailed roadmap for the financial institution to follow that captures what they need to act on from the start to allow for increased efficiency in their operations and greater insight into credit risk from financial technology.

At the same time, the pilot has sparked a broader interest in the fintech credit screening space in Ethiopia, with global fintechs also beginning to look to the Ethiopian market for the first time. A New York-based fintech firm, First Access, recently designed and launched a first-ever data driven credit screening tool for the Ethiopian market, which will enable MFIs to tap into alternative data from digitized loan files.

The reaction from Washington has ranged from a spectrum of exuberance to aversion. The team has received dozens of requests from country teams across the World Bank Group to learn more about psychometrics. World Bank operations in Tanzania, Madagascar, and Zimbabwe have explored integrating psychometrics into the design of credit lines and financial sector operations. Others have expressed resistance to psychometric technology and other fintech credit screening tools, due to the infancy of the technology and the portfolio risk it could introduce.

The team's response has been to moderate expectations. The psychometric credit assessment won't work for every financial institution, and can't be implemented overnight. Roll-out of the technology is invariably slow to take root when it must be implemented through loan officers, and is dependent on a number of conditions being in place in a financial institution. Changing the way a bank makes loans takes time, and most lenders are cautious when reforming these fundamentals.

Still, as this case study demonstrates, psychometrics can differentiate risk for borrowers with no information and for many financial institutions it could be a valuable tool for reaching more customers with better-fit services. The technology seems to hold particular value in contexts where the coverage of credit bureaus is low, and where other forms of data are unavailable.
Conclusions and Options for the Future

The small pilot of psychometrics in Ethiopia points to broader questions about how the World Bank Group should engage with and support disruptive technologies.

The team hasn’t gotten as far as originally imagined, and lending in Ethiopia still remains largely asset-based. The pilot, however, has made notable impacts. Financial institutions in Ethiopia have gained exposure to technologies that improve the appraisal process and expand access to credit. Psychometric assessment has been proven as a viable way to predict and manage credit risk in female Ethiopian small business borrowers. The fintech industry is starting to see markets like Ethiopia as viable destinations, despite the dearth of digital and financial sector infrastructure. And the World Bank team itself has learned a great deal about how to ensure success in the implementation of fintech innovations.

Fintech can be disruptive, and can push the frontiers of inclusion. But like all technology and all change, its introduction must be premised on strong commitment and readiness of the implementing institution, and on a clear vision of how the technology will be used to expand access. The lesson for the World Bank Group is clear: by introducing the right fintech to the right partners, and providing flexible, responsive, long-term technical assistance, we can help transform the credit landscape and further improve access to finance for credit worthy entrepreneurs.